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By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: In cooperation with the Department of
Computer Engineering at Kuwait University, Raytheon, a
global technology and cybersecurity leader, yesterday
launched a cyber academy program at the College of
Engineering and Petroleum at Kuwait University’s
Khaldiya campus. The Raytheon Cyber Academy aims to
develop students’ cybersecurity skills and address the
growing cyber talent gap around the world. “Cyber
threats are on the rise globally and have become a con-
cern shared by governments worldwide,” said Gary
Menke, Country Leader and President, Raytheon Kuwait.
“Our partnership with Kuwait University will inspire the
country’s youth to pursue careers in cybersecurity and
become Kuwait’s future cyber
defenders.”

US Ambassador Lawrence
Silverman said the workshop
comes at an opportune time.
“We at the US Embassy are
in the middle of our two-
week-long Discover America
program, during which we
highlight different areas of
interaction between our
countries, including education
and training, as well as what
different US companies are doing here in Kuwait that
contributes to the development of Kuwait. And, of
course, we just marked National Cybersecurity
Awareness Month in the US. Cybersecurity is one of
many areas of cooperation between our countries. I
believe it is an area of great potential growth in our
bilateral relationship,” he said. 

“The Department of State signed an agreement with
CITRA in September during the Amir’s visit to
Washington to share best practices in the field and to
improve the cybersecurity of both countries. This will not

only lead to enhanced cooperation between our govern-
ments, but provide new opportunities,” Silverman said.

The ambassador mentioned that during the Amir’s
successful trip to Washington, he had a very good meet-
ing with 15 CEOs of leading US companies. “The Amir’s
message to the CEOs was simple.  Kuwait has a lot of
development projects in process and they need the sup-
port of international companies to successfully complete
these projects. His Highness asked for US firms to active-
ly participate as Kuwait looks to utilize the latest, most
effective technologies to develop new cities, new roads,
a new university, improve its power system and its air-
port, expand oil exploration and build new petrochemi-
cal facilities and hospitals, develop the islands off the
northern coast of Kuwait and improve defense and cyber

capabilities,” he added. 
Silverman lauded the

Raytheon and Kuwait
University partnership with
the ultimate goal for Kuwait
University students to com-
pete in the Global Cyber
Challenge jointly organized
by Raytheon and the
University of Texas, San
Antonio. “Last year, more
than 230 US universities
competed in this global cyber

challenge. The competition focuses on the operational
aspect of managing and protecting an existing “commer-
cial” network infrastructure, and competitors face chal-
lenges similar to real-world situations as they manage,
protect and defend their infrastructure from live ‘Red
Teams’ that pose a threat to their defense strategy,” he
said. Through cybersecurity skills-building workshops,
such as this week’s program, Raytheon is focusing on the
growing worldwide cyber talent gap.  In a very useful
ongoing series of articles, Forbes described cybersecuri-
ty as being “in its infancy”, and highlighted a “lack of

qualified personnel across the industry at all levels of
security operations.”

Mohammad Al-Failakawi, Head of the Computer
Engineering Department at the Faculty of Engineering
and Petroleum at Kuwait University said, “The Cyber
Academy program is held daily from 5 pm to 8 pm at the
College of Engineering and Petroleum until November 8,
with the participation of 17 students from the
Department of Computer Engineering. A team of profes-
sional instructors from the United States will provide

participants with basic knowledge and core security
concepts around Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016
and include 16 hours of learning, hands-on experience,
and competitive activities.”

The workshop competition winners will be recog-
nized and announced at the end of the workshop on Nov
8. Raytheon’s Cyber Academy, first launched in the
United Arab Emirates in 2016, is being offered in interna-
tional markets strategically important to Raytheon’s
business.
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at KU’s College of Engineering

In cooperation with the Department of Computer Engineering at Kuwait University 

KUWAIT: Officials attend a ceremony held yesterday to launch a cyber academy program at the College of
Engineering and Petroleum at Kuwait University’s Khaldiya campus. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Cyber threats
on the rise

KUWAIT: The 19th ISSA International Conference of
Social  Security Actuaries, Statist icians and
Investment Specialists kicks off in Kuwait today. The
two-day conference will address many issues related
to the sustainability and adequacy of social security
programs and pensions in particular.

The ISSA Country Profiles show the pension pro-
grams are the most common form of social security
protection worldwide. Over recent decades the
expansion of pension programs has been under-
pinned to an important extent by a heightened focus,
both at the national and multilateral level, on achiev-
ing the eradication of poverty. The objectives of the
2030 Sustainable Development Goals have been
framed to meet this aim. As part of this, great store is
given to the role of basic pensions, as key compo-
nents of social protection floors.

Typically, basic pensions - sometimes called social
pensions - are tax-financed. Being more readily
capable of extending coverage, especially to those
without access to contributory social security pen-
sions, they facilitate social and economic inclusion
and income security.

Given the focus on efforts to develop basic pen-
sions internationally, it might be thought that most
countries’ pension systems are characterized by tax-
financed basic pension provision and that the role of
pensions is to tackle old-age poverty only.

In fact, many countries have contributory social
security pension programs, which are financed in the
main by monthly contributions paid by employers and
employees. Linking benefit amounts to contributions
is meant to ensure that benefit levels are adequate for
large groups of the population, in a manner that tax-
financed basic pensions, by definition, never aim to
be. The feasibility of tax-financed pensions is pre-
sented commonly as a question of fiscal space. In a
similar manner, the abilities of countries and their
economic actors to adequately finance contributory
programs should take into account the question of
contributory space. We have witnessed an interna-
tional trend in falling levels of corporation tax rates
over the last two decades. This would suggest that,
with political will, there is leeway to ensure that con-
tributory financing is adequate.

In contrast to the primary poverty-alleviating role
attributed to basic pensions, contributory social
security pensions have multiple objectives. For the
covered population, contributory social security pen-
sions permit income smoothing across the life course
and they offer insurance against longevity and dis-
ability (and premature death, for dependent sur-
vivors). As key elements of workers’ fundamental
social and labor rights, they help foster national eco-
nomic growth, decent work, safe workplaces and
social cohesion. The pensions also work alongside
national fiscal policies to support the objectives of
income redistribution and, indeed, also help to reduce
poverty.

Contributory pension programs represent, both, an
intra-generational and an intergenerational social
contract, simultaneously collected contributions and
paying benefits promised to successive generations.
The ability of a pension programmed to continue to
meet its pension promises depends on a number of
factors, of which demographic and economic factors
are paramount. As set out in the ILO-ISSA Guidelines
on Actuarial Work for Social Security, it is in appro-
priately measuring and assessing these factors that

the professional role of social security actuaries is
essential.

In a dynamic context of demographic and econom-
ic change, recurrent challenges associated with con-
tributory social security pension programs relate to
their adequacy and sustainability. For actuaries, spe-
cialists and laymen alike, when discussing these
important questions it is important to always frame
the debate in terms of the multiple objectives of
national contributory social security pensions pro-
grams. It is also necessary to take in account the dif-
ferent assumptions and intervening contextual factors
that dictate how all national pensions programs are
designed and financed. Owing to their varied institu-
tional histories and different social, economic and
demographic contexts, no two national pension pro-
grams are identical. The present-day factors that
determine the adequacy and sustainability of pension
programs also vary.

As part of its program of topics for discussion, it is
to all these vitally important issues that the 19th ISSA
International Conference of Social Security Actuaries,
Statisticians and Investment Specialists will turn - the
Conference in Kuwait, is being held at the invitation
of the public institution for social security of Kuwait.
To accompany this agenda point, and to provide an
important reference source on this topic, a special
issue of the International Social Security Review (Vol.
71, No.3), entitled Actuarial and financial reporting of
social obligations, has been released.
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KUWAIT: The Doha link of the Sheikh Jaber Al-
Ahmad Al-Sabah Causeway is at 97.2 percent com-
pletion, The Public Authority for Roads and
Transportation (PART) said yesterday. Director
General of PART Eng Ahmad Al-Hassan said that
the project aims linking the areas of Shuwaikh and
Doha via a causeway bridge located southwest of
Kuwait Bay.

The 12.4 kilometers’ bridge covers land and
water masses, said the PART chief, adding that it
consists of three lanes for each side of the road in
addition to safety lanes. He revealed that the Doha-
link cost around KD 165.7 million (around $545 mil-
lion. The Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah cause-
way project also consists of the main bridge aimed
to link Shuwaik area with Al-Subbiya north of
Kuwait city. PART is supervising 74 infrastructure
and roads projects at a cost of KD 500 million
(around $1.65 billion).

The Interior Ministry’s traffic department had
announced that a bridge on the extension of the

Doha link was opened yesterday. It also announced
opening yesterday the bridge of Al-Ghous Street
with the intersection of Street 250 near Abu Fatira
and Qurai, in cooperation with PART. It urged
motorists to be cautious and comply with speed lim-
its and follow instructions. 
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